Image Transformation Through Pencil Art Rendering and Selective Colorization
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Abstract
In our project, we use fancy computer tricks to transform pictures into cool sketches, making the lines and edges stand out. But here’s the fun part – we don’t stop there! We add a dash of color to specific parts of the sketch, making those parts pop with vibrant hues. It’s like creating your own unique artwork, where you decide which parts get splashes of color. First, we make a grayscale sketch that looks like it was drawn with a pencil. Then, we make it even cooler by choosing where to put bright colors. You can pick the colors you like, making it your very own masterpiece. Our project is all about making your photos extra special by mixing the charm of pencil art with the excitement of playing with colors. It’s like adding a touch of magic to your pictures, turning them into colorful pencil wonders.
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1. Introduction
The project image converted to pencil sketch, given a photo as input it first generates a stroke layer to represent the shapes on the image, imitating painters sketching the contours. Then it provides a pencil sketch of the image and now we can able to give selective colors to that image. Converting images to pencil sketches and incorporating selective coloring techniques offer unique ways to enhance photographs, adding depth and artistic flair. These techniques bridge the gap between digital manipulation and digital artistry, creating visually compelling compositions. Motivation Converting an image to a pencil sketch can evoke a sense of nostalgia, as it often brings back memories of hand drawn artwork. Additionally, seeing an image transferred into a sketch can evoke a sense of nostalgia, as it often brings back memories of hand drawn artwork. Additionally, seeing an image transferred into a sketch can highlight its artistic qualities and emphasize certain details that might not have been as prominent in the original photograph. This process can also inspire creativity and encourage experimentation with different artistic techniques, fostering a deeper appreciation for both traditional and digital art forms. Problem Definition This will involves exploring the process and impact of converting images into pencil sketches and implementing selective coloring techniques. This encompasses understanding the methods involved in these transformations, identifying the potential artistic enhancements they offer, and examining their applications in various contexts such as photography, digital art and design. The main objective of the project is to convert the image into pencil sketch especially with the layout and the user can select their customized colors. If the user is not satisfied with the existed photograph then he/she can change the colors of the photograph with the help of this project. The user can use this project at free of cost, get efficient results and save time. Once the pencil sketch effect is applied, identify the areas of the image that you want to keep in color. Use selection tools such as the lasso tool, magic wand, or brush tool to isolate the regions for selective coloring.Create
a layer mask based on the selected areas to hide or reveal portions of the color beneath. Apply desaturation or grayscale adjustment layers to the entire image, converting it to black and white. Refine the layer mask as needed to ensure precise colorization of the selected elements, adjusting opacity or feathering to blend seamlessly with the grayscale background in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Grayscale Background

Image to Pencil Sketch: Utilize filters or adjustments in photo editing software to mimic the appearance of a hand-drawn sketch. Techniques often involve increasing contrast, reducing detail, and adding texture to create a pencil-like effect.

Selective Coloring: Keep certain parts of the image in color while desaturating the rest to grayscale. Achieved through masking or selection tools to isolate areas for color preservation and applying desaturation to the remaining parts.

Combining Techniques: Start by converting the image to a pencil sketch using appropriate filters or adjustments. Use masking or selection tools to isolate specific areas for selective coloring. Apply desaturation to the remaining parts of the image to create a visually appealing effect where colored elements stand out against a grayscale background, resembling a hand drawn sketch with selective coloring.

Begin by opening the desired image in a photo editing software like Adobe Photoshop or using online tools such as Canva. Duplicate the original image layer to preserve it. Apply a pencil sketch effect or use filters and adjustments to create the desired pencil-like appearance. This can include: Increasing contrast to emphasize details and create a more dynamic range of tones. Decreasing clarity or sharpness to soften edges and mimic the smoothness of pencil strokes. Adding texture overlays or grain to simulate the rough surface of paper.

Experimenting with blending modes to enhance the overall look and feel of the sketch. Personalization Converting an image to a pencil sketch allows for personalization and customization of the original photo, giving it a unique touch. Experimentation provides an opportunity for artists and photographers to experiment with different styles and techniques, exploring new creative possibilities.

Storytelling Pencil sketches can evoke emotions and tell stories in a way that traditional photographs might not, adding depth and narrative to the image.

2. Objectives

Aesthetic Transformation Achieve a visually appealing effect that resembles a hand-drawn pencil sketch. Enhance the artistic quality of the original image by giving it a traditional medium appearance. Detail Reduction Simplify the image by reducing excessive details and emphasizing key features. Create a stylized representation that focuses on essential elements and shapes. Texture Emulation Mimic the texture and strokes of a pencil drawing to add depth and authenticity to the sketch. Enhance the tactile quality of the image, making it visually engaging and dynamic.

Contrast Enhancement Increase contrast to emphasize the differences between light and dark areas. Enhance the overall visual impact of the sketch by creating depth and dimensionality.

Artistic Expression Provide a creative outlet for artistic expression by transforming the image into a unique pencil sketch interpretation. Allow for experimentation with different styles and techniques to convey specific moods or emotions.

Artistic Effect Transforming a photo into a pencil sketch can add an artistic and nostalgic effect to
the image. Emphasis on Details Pencil sketches often emphasize the contours and details of the subject, bringing out nuances that might not be as prominent in the original photo.

3. Literature Survey
A Stylized approach for pencil drawing from photographs Present a stylized scheme that produces pencil drawings in a range of styles from an image. To produce controllable pencil drawing effects and remedy the problems of existing convolution-based schemes, Develop a swing bilateral LIC (SBL) filter [5]. Our first approach to express the styled pencil drawings is to control the directions of pencil strokes that depicts both shapes and smooth tone. Another approach is to produce colors of pencil drawings by sampling colors from real color pencils. The third approach is to mimic the artistic technique that increases the details of drawings in a progressive manner. Present drawings in several styles and compare some of them directly with illustrations taken from an artists' work [4]. Syntheses of Dual- Artistic Media Effects Using a Generative Model with Spatial Control A generative model with spatial control to synthesize dual-artistic media effects. It generates different artistic media effects on the foreground and background of an image. In order to apply a distinct artistic media effect on a photograph, deep learning-based models require training dataset composed of pairs of a photograph and its corresponding artwork images [7]. To build the dataset, apply some existing techniques that generate an artwork image including colored pencil, watercolor and abstraction from a photograph. In order to produce a dual artistic effect, apply a semantic segmentation technique to separate the foreground and background of a photograph [3]. Our model applies different artistic media effects on the foreground and background using space control module such as SPADE block. Feature-preserving color pencil drawings from photographs Color pencildrawing is well-loved due to its rich expressiveness. This paper proposes an approach for generating feature-preserving color pencil drawings from photographs [1]. To mimic the tonal style of color pencil drawings, which are much lighter and have relatively lower saturation than photographs, devise a lightness enhancement mapping and a saturation reduction mapping. The lightness mapping is a 3 monotonically decreasing derivative function, which not only increases lightness but also preserves input photograph features [2]. Color saturation is usually related to lightness, so suppress the saturation dependent on lightness to yield a harmonious tone. Finally, two extremum operators are provided to generate a foreground-aware outline map in which the colors of the generated contours and the foreground object are consistent. Comprehensive experiments show that color pencil drawings generated by our method surpass existing methods in tone capture and feature preservation [6].

4. Proposed Method
In this system, Convert the Image to Black and Whiteto Use the desaturation tool or apply a black and white filter to your image to remove color. Adjust Contrast Increase the contrast to make the lines and details more pronounced. This will help give your image a more defined pencil art look. Apply Pencil Sketch Effect to Use a pencil sketch filter or effect to give your image the appearance of being hand-drawn. In the propose system, Convert to Pencil Sketch to use an image editing software to convert your proposed system image into a pencil sketch. You can achieve this by applying a pencil sketch filter or effect. Selective Coloring after converting the image to a pencil sketch, you can selectively add color to specific elements of the image. This can be done by creating a new layer above the sketch layer and using tools like brushes or selection tools to colorize certain areas while leaving others in grayscale. To mimic the tonal style of color pencil drawings, which are much lighter and have relatively lower saturation than photographs, devise a lightness enhancement mapping and a saturation reduction mapping in Figure 2. The lightness mapping is a 3 monotonically decreasing derivative function, which not only
increases lightness but also preserves input photograph features.

Color saturation is usually related to lightness, so suppress the saturation dependent on lightness to yield a harmonious tone. Finally, two extremum operators are provided to generate a foreground-aware outline map in which the colors of the generated contours and the foreground object are consistent. Comprehensive experiments show that color pencil drawings generated by our method surpass existing methods in tone capture and feature preservation. Importance based approach for rough drawings Present a framework for producing rough drawings from photographs. Depicting a scene using a series of lines is one of the most effective methods of visual communication. Our framework for rough drawing is comprised of three steps: extracting lines from images, estimating line importance, and producing strokes that express various styles. To extract lines, we employ the widely used difference-of-Gaussian filter approach to devise a fault-correcting line shift scheme. To obtain an efficient saliency estimation, we propose a stochastic content-based method.

5. Results

Image Transformation through pencil art rendering and selective colorization allows artists or enthusiasts to explore creativity by transforming photographs or digital images into hand-drawn sketches. They can be used in presentations, educational materials, or storytelling to convey ideas effectively. By emphasizing lines and contours, pencil sketches can highlight specific features or elements of an image, drawing attention to key aspects. Converting images to pencil sketches allows individuals to personalize. It provides a creative way to reinterpret photographs or digital images, blending charm of pencil sketches with modern digital techniques. By selectively coloring certain elements of the sketch, you can guide the viewer's attention and convey specific messages or narratives within the image. Pencil sketches with six selective coloring can be used in various graphic design projects, such as posters, or social media graphics, to create visually appealing and attention-grabbing visuals. This technique offers a way to personalize photographs or artwork, enabling individuals to highlight favorite objects, memories, or emotions within the image. In educational materials or presentations, selectively colored pencil sketches can help
clarify complex concepts or highlight specific points of interest. In this the home page contains manly two modules. Those are Image to Pencil Sketch and Sketch to Color Module. Web page A web page is a hypertext document on the World Wide Web. Web pages are delivered by a Web server to the user and displayed in a web browser. A website consists of many Web pages linked together under a common domain name. In this web page Image to pencil sketch and sketch to color module. Image to Pencil Sketch Module. In this module when we upload an image it will get converted to pencil sketch. Which means takes the picture input as image and gives output as pencil sketch. Sketch to Color Module. In this module when we upload a pencil sketch it will get converted to colored image with customized colors.

5.1. Future Scope
Converting an image to a pencil sketch with selective coloring combines the classic aesthetic of hand-drawn sketches with the modern technique of digital coloring. This process involves transforming a photograph or digital image into a monochromatic pencil sketch, capturing the essence of the original scene through lines, shading, and contours. Selective coloring adds a dynamic element to the sketch by introducing splashes of color to specific areas or elements within the image. This technique allows for creative expression and emphasizes key features, objects. One exciting future enhancement could involve combining image-to-pencil-sketch conversion with selective coloring techniques. This enhancement would allow users to selectively retain color in certain regions of the image while converting the rest to a pencil sketch. Segmentation Develop advanced image segmentation algorithms to automatically identify and separate different regions of the image, such as objects, backgrounds, and other elements. Selective Coloring: Enable users to specify which regions of the image they want to retain in color while converting the rest to a pencil sketch. This could be done through a user-friendly interface where users can interactively select regions or by implementing automatic region detection based on color or texture cues. Combination: Integrate the pencil sketch conversion algorithm with the selective coloring technique, ensuring that the regions designated for color preservation remain unaffected by the sketch conversion process while the rest of the image is transformed into a pencil sketch. Fine-tuning: Provide users with options to adjust parameters such as sketch intensity, thickness, and shading to achieve the desired artistic effect. Feedback Loop Implement mechanisms for users to provide feedback on the results, allowing for continuous improvement and refinement of the algorithm.

Conclusion
An Image to pencil sketch rendering and selective colorization is a project that tries to create an automated and computerized version to have presented a new image style transfer framework for creating color pencil drawings from photographs. Lightness increase mapping with a monotonically decreasing derivative and lightness-dependent saturation mapping were presented to generate a specific color pencil drawing tonality in which lightness is usually much higher and saturation is lower than in photographs. Furthermore, two extremal filters were developed for generating a coherent outline map of the given photograph. A variety of experiments demonstrated that our results are closer to real color pencil drawings than existing solutions.
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